Visit of the Planetarium

for all international M.Sc. students of the University of Stuttgart

On Friday, 28th of October at 16:45

Meeting Point: at the Planetarium in Stuttgart

You will see a fascinating show about our solar system and the universe. The show is illustrated with high quality projector techniques on an artificial sky. Detailed information you can find on the internet page of the planetarium:

http://www.planetarium-stuttgart.de/

The study programs invite you to this spectacular show!

Seats are limited, so please contact your course director and ask him for an entrance ticket as soon as possible!!!

Please make sure to be in time at the planetarium on Friday, because it is not possible to join the show any more, if it once started!

Location of the Planetarium:

The planetarium is located in the park called “Schlosspark” in the centre of Stuttgart, about 10 minutes walk from the central station.